January 15, 2019
Toledo Police Department
Lt. Jeff Thieman
525 N. Erie St.
Toledo, OH 43604

Dear Lt Thieman:
NC4 is happy to provide the following information to assist you in the preparation of a Sole Source
Justification for our NC4 Street Smart™ solution. The NC4 Street Smart solution is a unique and
proprietary Internet-based law enforcement application designed for officers and commanders in
the field. It maximizes policing effectiveness with continuous updates of crime maps, bulletins, and
the ability to share all relevant information quickly and providing patrol officers a daily-use tool for
logging and quickly locating crime-related information and intelligence in real-time. The typical
customers are city and county law enforcement agencies.
NC4 Street Smart leverages your existing CAD and RMS system as well as other existing data
sources to greatly enhance the situational awareness of the officer and dramatically improve
his/her analysis capability. Essentially NC4 Street Smart, in this context, improves intelligence
analysis with the ability to integrate newly acquired on-scene information with existing
information sources, fusing them in near real-time for dramatically improved awareness and
intelligence. This cycle of leveraging RMS and other crime/criminal information sources
traditionally is done with a “home office” intelligence analyst and can take hours or days to
accomplish. NC4 Street Smart enables every officer to do this, in real-time dramatically
compressing the crime-to-arrest cycle.
NC4 Street Smart makes your existing information immediately available including unstructured
data such as the hundreds of bulletins that typically end up buried in emails and difficult to
access. Using BLOG technology, officers are able to instantly share and discuss relevant incident
information (location/suspect/evidence) across divisions and precincts.
This unique approach of leveraging existing systems and their data in near real-time and making
this data immediately actionable at the field level eliminates the delays associated with typical
law enforcement data systems and/or the dependence on specialized intelligence analysis
teams.
NC4 Street Smart is currently deployed in several law enforcement agencies and has had a
demonstrably positive impact on accelerating the crime to arrest cycle, getting criminals off the
street and thus reducing crime in the cities that are using it.
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Because NC4 Street Smart is a totally new and innovative approach to crime fighting, enabling
the officer in the patrol car via Blogs and quick access to integrated data from multiple sources,
to our knowledge, there is no direct competitive commercially available product or custom
implementation that matches it.
NC4 is the sole owner of NC4 Street Smart software and has not authorized any third party to deliver
maintenance or edit and modify the source code. Additionally, NC4 is the sole provider of the
software.
If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me at (314) 258-0568.
Sincerely,

Robert Wolf
Vice-President, Public Sector
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